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Splendid in deal mode, snaps up ‘Ip Man’
Golden Sun
sells library
for online

Universe scores deal
on Pang Bros. ‘Eye’
By Karen Chu

M

By Karen Chu

H

ong Kong’s Golden Sun Films
inked a 30 million yuan (US$4.4
million) multi-year package deal
with NASDAQ-listed Shanda Interactive Entertainment of China for the
online rights to its 380-title library.
Under the deal, Shanda will release
Golden Sun titles in China via its
video-on-demand service. Titles
under the Golden Sun library includes
hits from Jet Li, Jackie Chan, Stephen
Chow, Andy Lau, and the Donnie Yen
hit “Painted Skin,” the Gordon Chandirected fantasy blockbuster which
took 230 million yuan at the Chinese
boxoffice in 2008, and the upcoming
releases such as “A Chinese Ghost
Story” by director Wilson Yip. Shanda
will hold the online rights of classic
Golden Sun titles for five years and
new titles for three years.
Established in 1999, Shanda built its
business on online gaming and developed into a digital entertainment portal. The Shanghai-based company was
continued on page 20

LionRockonboard
forcomedy‘Love’
By Jonathan Landreth

L

ion Rock Entertainment is backing
the $3 million Chinese romantic
comedy “Color Me Love” set in
Beijing’s thriving art and magazine
publishing worlds, producer Terence
Chang said Tuesday.
Directed by Alexi Tan (”Blood
Brothers”), the film written by popular
Chinese sitcom writer Ning Caishen is
continued on page 20

The new face of Chinese cinema

At the vanguard of a new wave of women directors, clockwise from top right, Ivy Ho (“Crossing
Hennessy”), Heiward Mak (“Ex”), Barbara Wong (Break Up Club), and Clara Law (“Like A Dream”).

Change in direction
HK festival puts women helmers on pedestal
By Karen Chu

T

he common refrain among directors, screenwriters and producers
on the topic of female filmmakers
had been bemusement, and the same
question, “why the focus on ‘female’?”
Why, indeed?
The answer might lay in the words
of the freshly minted Academy Awards
best director winner, the first woman
to ever receive the accolade, Kathryn
Bigelow, who articulated on the night
of her win, “I’d love to just think of
myself as a filmmaker, and I long for
the day when a modifier can be a moot
point.” The significant operating verb
in her statement was, of course,
“long,” as it revealed how there still
exists a distance between the aspiration and the reality.
It might also be a simple case of

having three out of four opening and
closing films at the 2010 Hong Kong
international Film Festival directed by
women. Ivy Ho’s romantic comedy
“Crossing Hennessy” and Clara Law’s
drama “Like a Dream” launched this
year’s edition of the festival on March
21, while Heiward Mak’s “Ex” will be
one of the two films that conclude the
festival. Barbara Wong’s “Break Up
Club” is also in the festival.
The pride of place occupied by the
work of female directors in this year’s
HKIFF lineup made conspicuous the
fact that not every year do we see an
assemblage of female directors, while a
showcase of the work of male directors
would attract nary a comment. After
all, the film industry in general is one
where none among the top 10 highest
grossing films had been helmed by a
continued on page 20

andarin Films is getting
out in front of the pack
with a sale of hot buzz title
“Ip Man 2,” which stars
Donnie Yen, to Germany’s
Splendid Film on Tuesday as sales start
to heat up on the FILMART floor.
Mandarin is also in negotiations
with buyers from India, Japan, and the
U.S. for the US$10 million follow-up to
the 2008 hit “Ip Man,” which was sold
to Singapore, Malaysia and Taiwan
prior to Filmart. and rumblings of
Hong Kong’s Universe Films has
sold the pay TV rights in Hong Kong,
Singapore and Malaysia for their
upcoming 2010 releases, the Pang
brothers-directed 3D scare fest
“Child’s Eye” and the Benny Chendirected US$10 million scifi actioner
“City Under Siege,” starring Aaron
Kwok, to Celestial Pictures. Universe’s
other offering, “The Detective 2,” has
closed deal for all rights with
Malaysia’s Golden Screen. The film’s
pay TV rights for Malaysia, Indonesia
and Burnei have been picked up by
continued on page 20
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3D sights set on kung fu classics

Pitchesmade,HAF
readytomakepicks

Panelists see remakes
as grist for home
entertainment market

By Jonathan Landreth

“HAF is extraordinary and
fabulous,” said acclaimed Indian
director Dev Benegal, a firsttime participant in the Hong
Kong Asian Film Financing
Forum due to award five co-production prizes worth
HK$595,000 (US$76,280) this
afternoon.
“There’s such an international
group here and we’ve been surprised by the interest in our project,” said Bombay native and
New York resident Benegal,
whose producers are seeking $1.2
million to complete the $6 million budget for his HAF entry
“Bombay Samurai.”
The film, a modern noir in
which a contract killer falls for a
Bollywood diva only to discover
she’s his next target, follows
quickly on the heels of Benegal’s
off-Bollywood film “Road,
Movie,” which just opened in India
and recently was picked up by
Robert De Niro’s Tribeca Films.
The film, set to star indie actor
Abhay Deol, is but one of 25
Asian films-in-the-works being
pitched to potential partners at
the annual event held in conjunction with the Hong Kong
FILMART.
Jacob Wong, HAF director and
curator for the Hong Kong International Film Festival (ongoing
through April 6) said a broad
range of experience distinguished
this year’s crop of directors.
“The selected projects are
really exciting,” Wong said. “We
have those like Sherad Sanchez
who is well on his way to becoming a full-fledged filmmaker and
continued on page 20

By Gavin J. Blair

T

Future of the biz

Filipino director Adolfo Alix Jr., Chinese singer Kelly Cha and Beijing based CAA agent Jonah
Greenberg receive their Next Generation Asia awards at The Hollywood Reporter event Tuesday
night at the W Hotel in Kowloon.

Kid stuff

HK film school puts future filmmakers behind the cameras
By Jonathan Landreth

With private financial backing running up to HKD 350,000 (US$45,000)
While the Hong Kong FILMART
per group session, Rosati and her partbuzzed with global movie veterans
ner Billy Lau — both independent
talking about millions at the boxoffice
filmmakers — draw groups of kids
and international distribution,
from the Hong Kong schools
one local non-profit outfit is
and summer camps.
working to put cameras into the
Addressing issues such as
hands of children.
environmental pollution with
“We are a film school with a
sponsor the Clean Air Netdifference,” said Elissa Rosati,
work, Focus on Film aims to
founder and artistic director of
teach kids of different ethnic
Focus on Film, a charitable
and socio-economic backRosati
organization that gives 8- to 22grounds how to make films of
year-olds the tools to tell themed
about seven minutes tops,
continued on page 20
short stories with digital cameras.

Zhang has a starring role at AFA awards
By Jonathan Landreth

The depth and reach of Zhang
Yimou’s cinematic influence was honored on Monday night in Hong Kong,
where the Chinese directing legend
was cited for his Outstanding Contribution to Asian Cinema at the 4th
Los Angeles 323.525.2000

|

From his Berlin Golden Bear-winning 1987 debut “Red Sorghum” to his
runaway commercial successes
“House of Flying Daggers” (2004), and
“Hero” (2002) (one of the few foreignlanguage films to debut at the top of
the U.S. boxoffice), filmmakers from
continued on page 20

Asian Film Awards.
Though Zhang’s most recent film,
the Coen Brothers-inspired Berlinale
entry “A Woman, a Gun and a Noodle
Shop,” was deemed by many a critical
and commercial letdown, loyal fans
and admiring critics agreed his past
achievements warranted the nod.
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he tantalizing prospect of 3D reedits of classic Hong Kong kung
fu movies was dangled before the
participants at the Asia Visual Effects
and Digital Film Making Summit 2010:
“Emerging Digital Movie Making in
Asia” seminar in Theatre 1 of the Convention Centre on Tuesday morning.
The cinema’s facilities were put to
good use as speakers showed footage
from some of the latest local 3D productions that had the audience
applauding after every clip.
With 3D inevitably one of the buzzwords of the moment, the Association
of Motion Picture Post Production
Professionals (AMP4) are presenting a
series of events on the topic across the
four days of FILMART under the banner Hong Kong 3D Film New Action.
3D pioneer Victor Wong, who has
continued on page 20

Nat’lGeo,RTHK
pactforHKdocs
By Karen Chu

National Geographic Channel and
Radio Television Hong Kong (RTHK)
have entered into a strategic partnership
to enhance local documentary filmmaking through the documentary production project “Hong Kong to the World.”
Co-funded by the CreateHK initiative under the Hong Kong Commerce
and Economic Development Bureau
and the Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust, the project aims to introduce the international production
standards RTHK and National Geographic and provide funding to local
documentary filmmakers to produce a
series of docs showcasing the uniqueness of Hong Kong and China.
The project now calls for proposal
submission from Hong Kong documentary filmmakers before June 11, four of
which will be selected to be made into
the initial documentaries by a panel of
continued on page 20
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Multi-hyphenate American writer-director Dayyan Eng’s bilingual black comedy“Inseparable”is the first feature financed by a
Chinese backer to star a marquis Hollywood actor.Kevin Spacey’s arrival in Guangzhou in January drew plenty of attention.But Eng was still
better-known locally,having now lived more of his itinerant life in Beijing than any place else.“Though I think of myself as a world citizen,I’m
considered a local here,” says Eng,speaking to THR’s Jonathan Landreth in Beijing.It was in the capital that his 2005 romantic comedy“Waiting Alone,” won the best first feature and best actor awards at the Beijing Film Festival.Its fans are legion and many still stop Eng on the street.
Before that,his 2001 short,“Bus 44,” drew honorable mentions at Venice and Sundance.
bringing me — most of them horror
scripts — and I was, like, ‘What makes
you think I do horror? I’ve never done
horror. Just ‘cause I’m from Asia?’ You
know, that whole thing. Then I started
doing my own projects after I realized
that the projects I wanted to do were
just taking too long in L.A. The ones
that were greenlit, I just couldn’t do
because I wasn’t excited about ‘em. So,
I came back to China.

Beijing and maybe Chongqing?
Guangzhou hasn’t been done in a
while. But the number one reason for
me is that it’s nice and warm and there
was no way I was going to shoot in the
cold again.
What was Spacey like in China?
Eng: He was as professional as I
assumed he would be but I didn’t think
he’d be so quick to adapt to the environment in Guangzhou and the way
crew works out here. The first day, we
took him out to the bars and clubs to
have some fun and afterwards he
started finding places we didn’t even
know existed.

So, you prefer working in China?
Eng: It’s not a question of preference,
as I’ve not actually made a film in the
U.S. I definitely have much more creative freedom out here. The success of
the last movie plus getting this one
done means I can do whatever I want.
Whereas over there, it’d be under different rules.

How was shooting in Guangzhou?
Eng: Logistics were a major pain in the
Were there clashes?
butt. They’re not used to having modEng: I noticed the first few days he was
ern day pictures on the scale of our film
trying to figure out the working style
show up. They have period pieces or
and methods, but by day three,
TV series on the outskirts,
everybody had gelled and was
but not in Guangzhou City.
good to go. He seemed surprised
We didn’t know which
by how fast we were moving. We
offices to go talk to half the
For the full q&a
were shooting very quickly and
time because they don’t
with Dayyan
getting a lot of work done. In the
know who you’re supposed
Eng, go to
States, you decide you want a
to talk to about permits or
THR-ASIA.com
tracking shot and the Teamsters
roadblocks or whatever. As
take their time setting up since
the shoot went on, we got
they get paid overtime. But here,
more cooperation after the
within three minutes you’ve got a
local news started picking
track set up and the shot’s ready to go.
up on us and the tabloid photographers
For an actor, it’s great, because there’s
showed up. Once that started happennot so much waiting around. There
ing, there was a move to accommodate
were a few times Kevin was half way to
us.
the trailer and got called back because
we were ready to work.
Were Kevin Spacey and co-star Daniel
Wu recognized by onlookers?
How long did you take to shoot the film?
Eng: Guangzhou is pretty Canto-cenEng: Shooting days, not including off
tric, so Daniel, being a Hong Kong
days, 54 days.
movie star, was pretty recognizable.
On the whole, ‘laobaixing’ (regular
Did you work strictly from your script or
Chinese) were curious, but the most
was there improv on the set?
attention we got came after I gave the
Eng: I let the actors view the lines in
local press interviews about the local
the script and hear what I have to say
economic benefits of moviemaking.
about certain lines’ delivery, but at the
same time, I don’t get anal about it. If
Why set the story there in the first place?
they want to play a bit or shift line
Eng: A few reasons. One, because I’ve
order around, that’s O.K. We stuck
done Beijing so many times. Two,
pretty close to the script but what you
because Guangzhou has the contrast. I
realize with comedies, once you see
like the architecture. The older ‘20s
the performers, especially with good
building and then a new central busiactors, you realize the film is a lot funness district. I wanted a nondescript
nier than you thought.
southern city for Daniel and co-star
Beibei Gong, who are both southernWhy five years between ‘Waiting Alone’
ers. It felt better than trying to force
and this one?
Daniel to speak in a Beijing accent. It’s
Eng: After ‘Waiting Alone’ I was signed
interesting for audiences to see a difby ICM and spent a lot of time in L.A.
ferent part of China, including domesdoing the whole meet-and-greet
tic moviegoers. I mean, how many
thing. There were projects they were
times do we get to see Shanghai and
Los Angeles 323.525.2000
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How do you quantify the success of
‘Waiting Alone’?
Eng: Because it was such a low-budget
film, the backers definitely made
money. It was also a first for the
domestic Chinese audience, with so
many young people identifying with
the film. For two or three years
after the film I was still getting people coming up to
me saying, ‘Oh my God, I
saw that movie 10 times.
It changed my life,’ and I
was like, ‘Really?’
(...laughs) It’s great. As a
filmmaker, you love hearing this kind of stuff.

Dayyan Eng

Nationality: American
Born: July 23, 1975, Taiwan
Selected filmography: “Waiting
Alone” (2005); “Bus 44” (2001)
Notable Awards: Best First Feature,
the Beijing Film Festival (”Waiting
Alone”); honorable mentions at
Venice and Sundance for “Buss 44”

this last year of films. Too many of
them were period war films that didn’t
make money. How many more of these
can we watch without everybody nodding off? It’s staring to happen. People
want to see other things and the issues
in “Inseparable” are geared to the
prime cinema-going age group.
What’s next?
Eng: Well, there’s ‘American Dream,’
optioned from a book. I’m not writing
the script for that one. I really want to
speed up my process so I don’t die
having only made four movies
(..laughs). That would be lame. There
are a few projects I’m in talks over.
Most are English-language, and a few
are either fully U.S.-financed films or
co-productions with China. I have
some ideas in the drawer to do another
local Chinese film, too. There’s also a
sci-fi film I’m planning to
take a while to
write on my own.
Might that local pic be
the “Waiting Alone”
sequel?
Eng: No sequels for me
yet, though I always
thought it might be
funny for me to revisit
the cast 10 years later
to see what happened
to them all. It’s
almost justifiable
because China is so
different now, but now
it’s more just a joke, not
a reality. ∂

Who were the investors in
“Inseparable”?
Eng: Fantawild is their
English name. It’s
sounds like a porn company. They’re part of a
conglomerate called Hua
Qiang, which is one of the
biggest amusement park
companies in China.
They pretty much
put in all of the
money.
Why is this film,
which is primarily in
English, going to be
relevant to Chinese moviegoers?
Eng: Well,
there’s a growing audience,
but look at

London +44.207.420.6139
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ILLUSTRATION: CHRIS MORRIS

You’ve just finished something new and
big and different. How do you feel?
Dayyan Eng: The collaboration and the
experience was so much fun it exceeded my expectations. We had a great
cast and crew that all were so creative.
It was the smoothest shoot I’ve ever
had. When I start putting together a
movie, apart from getting talented
people, I look for good people to create
a special feel. Life’s too short, you
know? We had a group of people who
wanted to do their best to show everybody that we can make quality films
right here in China.
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“Fire on Conscience

‘Fire on Conscience’

I

By Elizabeth Kerr

n a frontrunner for the title of
loudest film of the year so far,
“Fire of Conscience” tackles the
heady subject of police corruption
at street and institutional levels on
the surface, but is really just an old
school cops and robbers shoot ‘em up
most notable for a pair of highly inventive deaths. Director Dante Lam throws
in everything but the kitchen sink in a
story that somehow works in South
Asian arms dealers, a Mainland bomber
and drug dealing cop killers. Any real
thought about the nature of duty and
the law is swept aside for action,
action, and more action-which is average for Lam but still superior to most.
Lam is making a case for himself as
the Michael Mann of Hong Kong with
his second high octane, noisy bit of law
enforcement pornography in as many
years. “Fire of Conscience” should
attract the same distributors and specialty festivals that 2009’s “Sniper”
Los Angeles 323.525.2000

|

with designs on pulling off an evidence
van heist in the middle of the day in
crowded, downtown Hong Kong.
That’s the tip of the narrative iceberg
and everything else strains credibility;
hard as it may be to believe, the convoluted story does clarify itself by the
final reel. But Lam and writer Jack Ng
heap more misfortune on its leads than
is probably necessary and draw attention away from “Fire”’s strongest elements, which are the gunplay and Jen
as the heavy. We learn Man’s wife was
murdered-before a uterine tumor
could kill her. At one point his higherups tell Man he’s suspended, but he
goes out and solves a crime anyway
(natch) without any consequences.
Man thinks his department has a mole,
but it’s never explained who it is or how
they find him. Why Kee’s fiancée is
even there is a mystery. She contributes
about as much as a houseplant.
Jen is quickly becoming Hong
Kong’s go-to guy for ambiguous
heroes after breaking into the industry

did, but it lacks the earlier film’s sense
of retro fun. Stars Leon Lai and Richie
Jen could generate interest in theatrical release in Asia but the film’s
prospects beyond that are limited.
Man (an hirsute Lai) is a gardenvariety detective with a dead wife and
a penchant for brutalizing suspects.
While looking into the murder of a
prostitute, he hooks up with former
narcotics investigator Kee (Jen), who
needs his help finding a petty thug that
stole a cell phone from his partnerright before he got pulverized by a car.
Once he finds the thug it becomes
apparent that Kee has his own suspect
relations problems, and may not be the
force’s poster boy everyone thinks he is.
Meanwhile, Man’s partner Cheung-on
becomes a suspect in the prostitute’s
death and eventually drags Man into a
conspiracy to cover up the fact that he
saw the woman the night she died.
Somehow this all points to a crew of
thieves and a Chinese bomb specialist
— whose wife is being held hostage —

New York 646.654.5000
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as a romantic comedy lead and it turns
out he’s Lam’s greatest asset. While far
from nuanced, Jen manages to infuse
Kee with some of the shadiness of the
film’s visuals. “Fire of Conscience” is
technically strong (and did we mention
loud?) and its saturated, garishly hued
images add a certain gritty finish that
gives the unsavory story a suitably
skeevy tone.
BOTTOM LINE

Loud, gruesome, mindless cop drama
lacks Lam’s spirit of action fun.
SECTION: Hong Kong International Film Festival
Filmart/Gala SALES: Media Asia Distribution
PRODUCTION COMPANY: Visual Capture
CAST: Leon Lai, Richie Jen, Wang Baoqiang, Liu
Kai-chi, Vivian Hsu. DIRECTOR: Dante Lam.
SCREENWRITER: Jack Ng. EXECUTIVE
PRODUCER: John Chong. PRODUCER: Candy
Leung, Dante Lam. DIRECTOR OF
PHOTOGRAPHY: Charlie Lam, Tse Chung To.
PRODUCTION DESIGNER: Alfred Yau. MUSIC:
Henry Lai. EDITOR: Chan Kei-hop.
No rating, 104 minutes
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Star’s shine at AFAs

PHOTOS: VICTOR FRAILE/GETTY IMAGES

The best and brightest in the Asian film world turned
out for Monday’s Asian Film Awards at the Hong Kong
Convention and Exhibition Center. In the crowd were,
top ,Taiwanese actor Eddie Peng and South Korean
actress Kim Kkobbi, actress Li Bingbing, top right,
best newcomer winner Ng Meng Hui, best director
Lu Chuan, actor Daniel Wu, actress Lisa Lu, below
left, and best supporting actor Nicolas Tse.
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“Patient X”

TrueGrit
Filipino filmmakers building
worldwide reputation but still
fighting for recognition on
the home front.
By Jonathan Landreth

The third time

proved the charm for
late-bloomer Brillante Mendoza, who
jurors at the Cannes Film Festival named
best director in 2009 for conjuring the dark
“Kinatay” from a brutal and unsolved true
crime in his native Philippines.
Dante, as Mendoza is known, took films
to Cannes in 2007 (“Foster Child”) and
2008 (“Service”), but it wasn’t until last
year that the 48-year-old became the first
Filipino to win a major prize on the
Croisette — an honor he hopes will help
shed light on a harsh social reality too many
in his homeland choose to ignore.
Now Mendoza’s role as a juror of the
Asian Digital Competition of the Hong
Kong International Film Festival (Mar. 21Apr. 6) could further help boost interest in
a new wave of low-budget, mostly digital,
independent movies from the Philippines.
Among the titles showing in the HKIFF
over the next few weeks, 45-year-old Raymond Red’s $200,000 “Manila Skies”
(Himpapawid) stands out. Shot on the Red
One digital system, the Tagalog-language
picture is based on the true story of a man
pushed by a harsh society into hijacking an
airplane.
Los Angeles 323.525.2000
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special world report | Philippines

“Manila Skies”

“There are so many independent filmmakers now we
should make a concerted effort and sit down to find
solutions to our distribution problem.”

stream comedies and tear-jerking
romances. All told, about 100 films are
released nationwide each year and festivals such as Cinemalaya in July and
Cinemanila in Oct. tend to offer the
most support to the indies of the mix.
“There are so many independent
filmmakers now we should make a
concerted effort and sit down to find
solutions to our distribution problem,” Red says.
Meanwhile, in Hong Kong, Mendoza is planting a Philippine flag in
the Asian digital cinema landscape in
his role as juror at the film festival.
And he could be a tough juror at that.
After all, he didn’t win over all the
Cannes critics, some of whom said his
gritty and graphic “Kinatay”
(’butchered’ in Tagalog), about a
criminology student dragged down by
corrupt cops, was tough to watch.
“It’s a tough film that needs a tough
audience,” Mendoza said hoarsely
over the phone from Cannes the
morning after his win last May. “Not
all audiences are courageous enough
and adventurous enough to witness
such crime. But this is exactly what I
want — I want the audience to be a
witness. We are all accomplices and
witnesses. We are all guilty.”
A lapsed Catholic, an avid gardener
and a formerly contented middle class
Manila movie production designer,
Mendoza only found his true calling
as a film director four short years and
seven fast and cheap digital films ago.
He speaks of his craft — and of his
new recognition — with born-again
fervor.
“There are times when we’re making a bad choice and then we’re confronted with something really unexpected. You have to choose to save
yourself,” Mendoza said. “I am more
fulfilled now because this prize

—director Raymond Red
Also showing is a selection of Red’s
early shorts, films he shot on 16mm in
the 1980s that made his name on the
international circuit more than 20
years ago.
In the Hong Kong Asian Film
Financing Forum (HAF), 25-year-old
Sherad Anthony Sanchez’s Bisayalanguage “Twins” (Kahlua) is looking
for partners — and $87,000 — to help
complete the $140,000 film about a
young girl’s refusal to accept her sister’s disappearance. Sanchez also got
backing from Rotterdam’s Hubert
Bals Memorial Fund and the Philippine government.
At the Hong Kong Filmart, which
runs alongside the film festival, 39year-old William “Yam” Laranas,
Eleven Arts and XYZ are offering the
Tagalog-language thriller “Patient X,”
about a man who returns to his childhood village upon the arrest of his
family’s killer, only to discover she is
an “aswang,” the rural Filipino version
of a vampire.
Sadly, at home in the Philippines,
even “Patient X” — the most mainstream of the Filipino titles in Hong
Kong, shot for $500,000 — is only
“close to breaking even,” Laranas says,
hinting at how tough the domestic
market can be for independent filmmakers, even in a country where many
top politicians, including former
President Joseph Estrada, made their
names as actors.
Los Angeles 323.525.2000
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In its three-week release in October, by GMA and Viva Films on 50
prints nationwide, “Patient X” ran a
very distant second at the boxoffice to
the Michael Jackson documentary
“This Is It.” “And that was good,”
Laranas says. “I’d love it if buyers
would turn their radar to Manila and
come seek out our gems.”
Those gems now have less of a
chance to shine at home since the
IndieSine collective in early March
closed the only mall-based movie
theater in the country that exclusively
screened indie films. The closure
came after complaints by mall operator Robinson’s Galleria about the mislabeling of films that contained the
sexual and gay-themed content still
largely taboo in the predominantly
Catholic nation.
Nowadays, many independent Filipino filmmakers are making their
own theater bookings in increasingly
plush modern, digital multiplexes, a
steep investment for many that can
run from $1,000 a week in third-tier
cities up to $1,200 for three hours in
central Manila’s Glorieta Mall.
Red was able to show “Manila
Skies” in the capital, where he found a
natural audience of Filipinos who
remembered the politically charged
newspaper headlines from 2000 that
inspired the film.
Still, political stories on Philippine
screens are less popular than main-
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affirms what I really want to do for the
rest of my life.”
Unlike the late arrival and quickstudy Mendoza, Raymond Red, whose
“Anino” won the 2000 Palme d’Or for
best short film at Cannes, knew he
wanted to make movies when he was a
teen and first saw Fritz Lang’s
“Metropolis” (also showing this week
in Hong Kong, from a restored print
that first debuted at the Berlin International Film Festival in February).
Red says now he sees a chance for his
film students (he teaches in Manila) to
break the virtual monopoly on Filipino screens held by mainstream
films and Hollywood imports.
Red is working hard to make
“Manila Skies” the first Filipino indie
to get digital distribution in the
national theater chains. “I don’t ever
look down on commercial filmmakers, working while I’m so slow. I’ve
only shot four features in my whole
career. Now that I see there’s a chance
for independents shooting on digital
to get distribution, too, that’s very
exciting,” he says.
For the next generation of Filipino
filmmakers — for Sanchez — the son
of doctors from the politically troubled and poor southern island of Mindanao who still prefer Arnold
Schwarzenegger films to his own,
“Raymond Red and Dante tell us that
everything is possible in the movies,”
he says.
“Even though my parents don’t like
my films, they’re interested in the
subjects I’m tackling, and that’s a
good sign,” Sanchez says, reflecting
on the importance of acceptance in a
country of thousands of islands and
hundreds of tribes. “In the Philippines, we’re seeing our potential, but
not our direction yet. I just hope we
keep our diversity in tact.” ∂
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LeeLegendLivesOn
When a lifelike figure of Bruce Lee

Martial arts trailblazer
achieved acting-deity status,
butmore than 35 years after
his death he is remembered for
far more this his movies.

was unveiled at
Madame Tussaud’s wax museum in Hollywood earlier this
year, his only surviving child, Shannon Lee, noted that her
father died shortly before the 1974 premiere of “Enter The
Dragon,” the movie that made him the first Asian actor to
become a global superstar.
“I think my dad definitely dreamed he would make an impact
like this,” said Lee, who was three when her father died. “I’m
very sorry he didn’t live to see it, but it’s nice to see those
dreams come true.”
Thirty-seven years after his sudden death, Bruce Lee’s dream
has been fulfilled not only in Hollywood but all over the world.
He has become an iconic figure alongside a handful of stars that
includes Marilyn Monroe, Elvis Presley and James Dean, whose
images are instantly recognizable generations after their death.
His name has become synonymous with action stars who use
martial arts, and his influence as an actor, fighter and philosopher has been publicly recognized by stars like Jackie Chan and
rapper LL Cool J, creators such as Marvel Comics founder Stan
Lee, and movie directors John Woo and Brett Ratner.

By Alex Ben Block

READY TO RUMBLE: Shannon Lee takes a
fighting stance with the figure of her dad, Bruce
Lee, in February at Madame Trussauds’ unveiling
of the wax likeness of the martial arts icon in
Hollywood.
Los Angeles 323.525.2000
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What is particularly interesting
about the posthumous evolution of
Bruce Lee is that he is not only
remembered for the handful of
movies and TV show in which he
starred, but also for breaking racial
barriers and helping erase stereotypes. He also made contributions in
mixed martial arts, fitness, health,
and developed a philosophy that recognized the commonality of all
humanity.
While a wax figure of Lee in Hollywood or a memorial in Hong Kong are
not big surprises, there is also a lifesize statue in Mostar, Bosnia erected
in 2005 as a symbol of efforts to heal
ethnic tensions in a place that suffered from civil war in the 1990s.
“The reason they chose him is not
because he’s a martial arts star,” said
Shannon shortly after the bronze was
unveiled, “but he represents somebody who had a lot of ethnic struggle
in his lifetime and overcame it. So, to
them, he is a unifying force and representative of somebody who overcame
that.”
In the first years after his death,
numerous imitators sprang onto the
screen, often with confusingly similar
names like Bruce Li (who was really
Ho Chung Tao of Taiwan), Bruce Le (a
Hong Kong actor) and Dragon Lee
(from South Korea). They were part of
a movement called Brucexplotation, a
reference to the fact they traded on
Lee’s fame. In reality, the impact of
these low budget, action heavy
movies was to dilute interest in the
entire genre.
The next wave brought Jackie Chan
and Jet Li and others who offered their
own variation on Lee’s legacy but still
never quite replaced him as a martial
artist or a movie icon.
But that was only part of Lee’s legacy. His impact was greater than
movies. As the first Asian international action star he smashed the
Western stereotype of the Chinese
coolie, and provided reason for a
whole generation of young Asians, as
well as other minorities, to be proud
of their heritage. Comedian Margaret
Cho has said it was seeing Lee that
made her realize her own possibilities
in life.
Until Lee, martial arts was a rigid
system of schools and styles that
fiercely competed to be called the
best. Lee created his own style, Jeet
Kune Do, which not only took the best
of what the Chinese, Japanese, Korean
and other martial arts offered but
added in elements of boxing,
wrestling and even the idea that
weight lifting could be part of the system. His approach included health
foods, running, aerobics and even
electrical stimulation of muscles — all
of which are common today but were
radical in the 1970s.
His movies stimulated the worldwide growth of martial arts of all
kinds, but it went beyond that. There
is a clear line from what Lee wrought
to the invention of mixed martial arts,
which flourishes today in multiple
forms, such as the Ultimate Fighting
Championships.
Lee’s Jeet Kune Do has also been
Los Angeles 323.525.2000
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carried on by his students and their
students and is considered a legitimate
fighting art on its own today. It is
taught on the university level in China.
Interestingly, the acceptance of Lee
as a hero was not instant in the People’s Republic of China. At the time
Lee died on July 20, 1973, China was
only beginning to open up to the West
and Lee was seen as a symbol of decadent Western influence. As China has
become more involved with the rest of
the world, the Chinese have seen the
value of using Lee as a symbol.
That was most obvious in 2008
when CCTV, the state TV channel, ran
a 50-part series on the life of Lee
titled “The Legend Of Bruce Lee.” It
became the highest rated series in the
history of the channel.
The Chinese government has
backed a Bruce Lee museum in an old
teashop in Shunde in southern China,
and a Bruce Lee theme park. Shunde
is where Lee’s family came from
although he was only there once,
when he was five years old.
That project is being done with
involvement from Bruce Lee’s surviving brothers and sisters, but not his
widow Linda Caldwell or Shannon,
who is now head of a foundation in
her father’s name, as well as a for
profit partnership, Concord Moon.
Concord Moon has been developing
Bruce Lee media projects such as a
CGI movie, an animated film, a TV
series and a Broadway musical in the
final stages of creation by David
Henry Hwang, author of the 1988
Tony Award winning play “M. Butterfly.” The CCTV series was done with
the approval of Linda and Shannon.
After Bruce Lee died, there was a
split between Lee’s widow, who controlled his estate, and the Lee family,
who she cut out of most of the revenue from his movies and ongoing
licensing. Linda Lee said at the time
she needed the money for her own
family, including her son Brandon,
who also became a movie star, but
then died in a tragic on set accident in
1993 at age 28.
A tense détente exists today
between the Lee family and the estate.
Linda and Shannon worry that activities they don’t approve may tarnish
the Lee image by licensing things like
tobacco products, which they feel
Bruce would have been against.
However the family, led by Bruce’s
younger brother Robert, have shown
they too care deeply about Lee’s legacy. One project the family has
approved is a trilogy of movies on
Lee’s life by China’s J.A. Media Group,
with the first installment due around
the time Lee would have turned 70 on
November 27, 2010.
Lee as a youth is also being portrayed
in the Mandarin Films Distribution Co.
sequel to the successful Chinese movie
“Ip Man,” about Bruce Lee’s teacher,
due for release later this year.
After years of biographical movies
that didn’t get made by Hollywood,
there was “Dragon: The Bruce Lee
Story,” released by Universal in 1993
starring Jason Scott Lee (no relation)
as Bruce Lee. It cost about $14 million
to make and grossed $35 million in the
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caption

“The reason they chose him is not because he’s a
martial arts star, but he represents somebody who
had a lot of ethnic struggle in his lifetime and
overcame it.”
—Shannon Lee

U.S. but drew mixed reviews. Director
Rob Cohen, while a Lee fan, took
many liberties with the story for dramatic effect.
Linda and Shannon had authorized
that movie but a couple years ago
made a deal with Universal to buy
back the Bruce Lee life rights, which
are the basis for projects they’re
developing.
So the legend of Bruce Lee truly is
going to continue through movies, TV
shows, a musical play, books, licensed
merchandise, martial arts, physical
culture and much more.
“Like everyone else you want to
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learn the way to win,” Bruce Lee is
quoted in the 2000 documentary “The
Warriors Journey,” directed by John
Little, who devoted years to creating
books and media from Lee’s legacy.
“But … to accept defeat — to learn to
die — is to be liberated from it. Once
you accept, you are free to flow and to
harmonize. Fluidity is the way to an
empty mind. You must free your ambitious mind and learn the art of dying.”
Or in Bruce Lee’s case, the art of how
to live on even after you have died.
THR senior editor Alex Ben Block is the
author of a book on Bruce Lee titled “The
Legend of Bruce Lee.”
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“Zoom Hunting”

‘Zoom Hunting’
By Maggie Lee

T

hrough its two protagonists — a
photographer and a novelist who
become inordinately curious
about an illicit affair in their Taipei
neighborhood, “Zoom Hunting”
explores voyeurism with echoes of
“Rear Window” and “Blow Up.”
The suspense mystery marks a
promising directing debut by Cho Li,
who loads her tightly woven screenplay with carefully constructed revelations. Observing her subjects’ obsessions with cool-headed distance, the
film maintains an intelligent objectivity, but loses out in tension and cinematic power in some emotionally
under-charged key scenes.
Poised somewhere between commercial and independent filmmaking,
the competently developed, but not
thrillingly original concept could

attract a small scale semi-arthouse
crowd. The film will be released in Taiwan through Warner Brothers. A Hong
Kong theatrical release is also rumored
to be in the pipeline.
Fashion magazine photographer
Ruyi (Ning Chang) inadvertently captures a couple (Wen Sheng-Hao and
Zhou Heng-Yin) in flagrante while
taking casual snapshots from her balcony. When she realizes that their
union is adulterous, she compulsively
stalks them with her camera. Around
the same time, Ruyi’s novelist sister
Ruxing (Zhu Zhi-Ying) suddenly overcomes her writer’s block and pens an
amour fou whose plot evolves into premeditated murder.
The story stays steadily on course
without straying into periphery characters or subplots, leading up to a teasing ending that invites more than one

“Seven Days in Heaven”

interpretation. Cho’s narrative technique could have appeared more polished if she did not rely so much on
lengthy verbal explanations to divulge
the mystery.
In addition to being a crime mystery,
the film also lightly broaches the
ethics of art. In one scene, Ruxing
argues that “voyeurism is the mother
of creativity.” It poses the interesting
issue of the creative impulse and the
art of representation as intrinsically a
form of intrusion into others’ lives.
Hong Kong D.O.P. Kwan Pun-Leung
reinforces the central motif of seeing
with fluid cinematography, extracting
plenty of visual interest from a commonplace urban neighborhood and
achieving good depth of field. Cheung
Ka-Fai’s smooth editing does not follow the stock jerky rhythm of genre
films. Music has a laid back, Continental feel.
In this genre, peeping Toms tend to
be stereotyped as men, while women
are objectified by the male gaze.
“Zoom Hunting” offers the alternative

BOTTOM LINE

An interesting, woman-centered
mystery thriller about voyeurism and
obsession.
SECTION: Hong Kong Filmart Industry Screening.
PRODUCTION: Ocean Deep Films.
SALES: Good Films Workshop.
CAST: Ning Chang, Zhu Zhi-Ying, Wen ShengHao, Zhou Heng-Yin
DIRECTOR-SCREENWRITER: Cho Li.
SCREENWRITER: Yang Yuan-Ling.
PRODUCER: Yeh Jufeng.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Kwan PunLeung. EDITOR: Cheung Ka-Fai.
No rating, 90 minutes.

‘Seven Days in Heaven’
By Elizabeth Kerr

The debut film by co-directors
Wang Yu-lin and Essay Liu is something of a maverick in light of the
majority of Taiwanese cinema that
finds audiences outside the country.
Not only is “Seven Days in Heaven” a
departure from the comfort zone that
sees one vaguely romantic comedy
after another come down the pipe, its
main subject is death and how we deal
with it.
3Los Angeles 323.525.2000

to examine the mindset and behavioral
pattern of woman voyeurs, though the
female perspective that emerges is not
so distinct. While Ruxing’s actions are
backed by credible motives, Ruyi’s
character remains that of functional
observer despite being the catalyst.
Chang has a spirited presence and
Zhou an aura of mystery, but not
enough psychological depth has gone
into their characterization.
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Mature and thoughtful without
being heavy-handed and completely
humorless, “Seven Days” is an ironically pleasant diversion that should do
well at home if not much beyond that.
“Seven Days in Heaven” may not
possess the gallows humor of more
cutting or satirical funerary films (“Big
Shot’s Funeral,” “Harold and Maude”),
but it does have a dark low-key charm
not ordinarily the purview of Taiwanese cinema. General, digital and
continued on page 14
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“Tajomaru”

‘Tajomaru’
By Elizabeth Kerr

When a group of producers get
together and decide it would be a good
idea to tell the backstory we never saw
from a classic, a viewing of “Tajomaru”
might guide them into making the right
decision — that being, don’t do it. Basically the story of the nobles that run into
the highway bandit in “Rashomon,”

Los Angeles 323.525.2000
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“Tajomaru” suffers from every imaginable ill and is loaded with every imaginable cliché the samurai genre has to offer.
Kurosawa focused his camera on the
bandit for a reason: no one else in Akutagawa Ryunosuke’s original story is
worth the trouble. Not every supporting
player has the potential that Rosencrantz and Guildenstern did.

New York 646.654.5000
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“Tajomaru” looks, plays, and feels like
a television film and that’s probably
where it will see the most success. Fans
of the genre may make it a modest hit on
DVD and genre festivals may sit up and
pay attention, particularly in light of who
the director is: Nakano Hiroyuki showed
a flair for clever genre reconstruction in
“Stereo Future” and “Samurai Fiction.”
But beyond that theatrical release outside Asia (if that) seems unlikely.
The setting is feudal Japan and the sons
of the House of Hatakeyama,Naomitsu
(Oguri Shun) and Nobutsuna (Ikeuchi
Hiroyuki),become embroiled in a complex domestic conspiracy wherein adopted brother Sakuramura (Tanaka Kei) plots
to get the family gold and take over ruling
the province.He’s won the confidence of
the Shogun,and both brothers are clueless enough to think the former thief is
trustworthy.Not surprisingly,Sakuramura double-crosses everyone and
Naomitsu runs away with his beloved Ako
(Shibamoto Yuki).A roadside fight with
Tajomaru — the bandit — turns him into a
bandit king and Ako against him.Or does
it? If you want twists and turns,eventually you get them.
“Tajomaru” is a clinic in cliché, and if
Nakano was gunning for satire or parody
(there are few other reasons to include
anachronistic pop music) he missed the
mark. Though it’s well produced — the
production values are typically high,
costumes are great, photography is
sharp, there’s some decent swordplay —
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none of the lead actors rises above competent into compelling. Oguri tries hard,
and fails, to channel Japanese TV star
Kimura Takuya, Tanaka distills the villainous Sakuramura down to a diabolical
laugh, and Ikeuchi simply pouts like a
petulant child when his inheritance is
threatened. After the founding nefariousness unfolds, Tajomaru/Naomitsu’s
moods are cued by how tightly his
woodland dreadlocks are wound.
Shibamoto’s Ako has very little to do
other than look pretty and be “defiled.”
“Tajomaru” is for samurai faithful only
and anyone looking for a meditation on
truth, perspective, and human nature
had best look to this film’s inspiration.
BOTTOM LINE

Derivative samurai mini-epic may
appeal to fans of the genre but
crossover success is out of reach
SECTION: Hong Kong International Film Festival
Filmart SALES: Bogeydom Licensing
PRODUCTION COMPANY: Cinema Investment,
Fuji Television Network, Hakuhodo DY Media
Partners, Kodansha, Tristone Entertainment Inc.,
Warner Bros. CAST: Oguri Shun, Tanaka Kei,
Shibamoto Yuki, Matsukata Hiroki, Ikeuchi
Hiroyuki. DIRECTOR: Nakano Hiroyuki.
SCREENWRITER: Ichikawa Shinichi and
Mizushima Rikiya, based on the story by
Akutagawa Ryunosuke. PRODUCER: Yamamoto
Mataichirio, Satani Hidemi. DIRECTOR OF
PHOTOGRAPHY: Furuya Takumi.
PRODUCTION DESIGNER: Hayashida Yuji.
MUSIC: Otsubo Naoki. EDITOR: Kakesu Shuichi.
No rating, 128 minutes
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“Bodyguards and Assassins”

‘Bodyguards and Assassins’
BOTTOM LINE: An ambitious blockbuster that

successfully yokes together two entities —
patriotic drama and dynamic martial arts
spree.
By Maggie Lee

Emulating the group dynamics of
Kurosawa’s “Hidden Fortress” and
patriotic heroic ethos of King Hu’s
“The Valiant Ones,” Teddy Chen’s
“Bodyguards and Assassins” concocts
smashing action and a compelling dramatic arc from a kamikaze mission to
protect China’s first president during
his visit to Hong Kong in 1906.

With stirring nationalist sentiments, a select cast and possibly the
most authentic set and CGI replicas of
turn-of-20th century Hong Kong,
“Bodyguards” lived up to its blockbuster ambitions. Produced by Peter
Chan (”Warlords”) and China’s Huang
Jianxin through their new venture
Cinema Popular, its marketability
beyond Asia rests on the last 50 minutes of propulsive, undiluted action to
offset its long running time and occasional emotional excess.
Though the mission and the assassination plot are fictional, the film con-

‘Seven Days in Heaven’
continued from page 12
Asian-themed festivals are likely to snap
this up, though even limited theatrical
release outside Asia is a longshot.
After Lin Guo-yuan dies, his children, friends, and the local Taoist
priest see to the traditional seven-day
mourning ritual. We learn about who
Lin was only in flashback, as each of
the characters reflects on his or her
relationship with him. In turns
absurdly funny, borderline sentimental, and emotionally astute, Wang and
Liu (who also wrote the screenplay)
find the validity in every kind of
response to death anyone could possibly have. And if nothing else, “Seven
Days” should be remembered for its
creative use of “Hava Nagila.”
The film has a gracefully shifting
palette that codes each character’s
headspace: daughter Mei moves
through a melancholy blue space when
she recalls her youth; her unfocused
brother Da-zhi lives in murky redbrowns. Yi, the priest in charge of the
ritual has his own particular multicolored world, which includes a
peaceful rooftop hideout where he can
Los Angeles 323.525.2000
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practice his opera. Photographer Fu
Shih-Ying, who has the audacity to
light each sequence properly, captures
all of it in vivid digital.
No single performance stands out
simply because no single character is
central. Wang and Liu bounce them off
each other, allowing the differing reactions to act as segments of a larger puzzle. The whole is relative, but when
viewed as a single picture the diversity
found in our reactions to the one fact of
life that binds us shines through clearly.
BOTTOM LINE

A welcome change in subject matter
from Taiwan makes for some refreshing
viewing
SECTION: Hong Kong International Film Festival
Filmart/Asian Digital Competition
SALES: Power Workshop PRODUCTION
COMPANY: Magnifique Creative Media
CAST: Wang Li-Wen, Wu Tai-po, Chen ChaShiang. DIRECTOR: Wang Yu-lin and Essay Liu.
SCREENWRITER: Essay Liu. PRODUCER: Wang
Yu-lin. DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Fu ShihYing. PRODUCTION DESIGNER: Vovi Huang, Hsu
Shuo-feng. EDITOR: Wang Yu-lin.
No rating, 94 minutes
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veys the danger and excitement of a hisrevolutionary commitment deepens.
torical milieu when Manchurian monarWang trumps the whole cast with a
chists and Chinese revolutionaries cross
performance that tempers integrity
swords, while Confucian family values
with human frailty. Tse also stands out
wrestle with Western democratic ideals.
for playing the humble laborer without
In October, 1906, the Qing court
any trace of star aura.
gets wind of exiled revolutionary
However, Chen’s direction tends to
leader Dr. Sun Yat-sen’s plan to meet
be heavy-handed, especially the overallies in Hong Kong to formulate
use of reaction shots and sentimental
strategies to overthrow the monarchy.
‘dying visions’ when his experienced
General Yan (Hu Jun) is dispatched to
cast can evoke pathos more naturally.
mastermind his assassination. China’s
The intricate maneuvers that unfold
republican future rests on scholar
three days before Sun’s arrival are
Chen Shaobai (Tony Leung Ka-fai) and
related at urgent pace. Conversely, the
a local tycoon Li Yu-tang’s (Wang
few hours of Sun’s rickshaw ride past
Xueqi) efforts to recruit a team of
13 blocks is directed to feel like an eter‘bodyguards’ to protect Sun. Unbenity for the protagonists as they ward
knownst to Li, his son Chongguang
off hundreds of Ninja-like assassins.
(Wang Po-Chieh) has volunteered to
The tension is heightened by a countplay a pivotal role.
down display on screen and many
In shaping a motley crew with indinear-real time sequences.
vidual agendas for defending a man
Versatile action choreography
whose significance they can’t compredesigned to foreground period architechend, the script gives them a
ture (like a fight between Colonial
common bond by defining
style balconies using bamboo
them through filial relationpoles) as well as recreated landships — an opera performer (Li
mark locations (like the homage
Expanded
Yuchun) wants to avenge her
to “Battleship Potemkin” enacted
review and full
father’s death, a gambler
on Ladder Street) does justice to
list of credits
(Donnie Yen) protects Li for
the monumental scale Shanghai
his daughter’s sake, a rickshaw
studio set. Donnie Yen does all
boy (Nicolas Tse) treats Li as a fatherthe hard work, and excels in one sevenfigure (for arranging his marriage) and
minute continuous combat where he
the beggar (Leon Lai) is ruined by
tops his ferocious boxing with a wild
desire for his stepmother. Even Yan
dash through a shopping alley, leaping
pays lip service to Chen for being his
over things with the thrilling agility that
teacher, hence “equivalent to a father.”
rivals Tony Jaa in “Ong Bak.”
This is not a coincidence as the patriProduction values are impeccable,
archal family is the bedrock of Confuespecially Taylor Wong’s classical cincianism. The underlying theme is that
ematography, which gives images a
personal and blood ties must yield to
romantic oil paint finish. CGI shots of
higher ideals of nationhood, freedom
a sampan-filled Victoria Harbor capand equality -- epitomized by Chongture the look of vintage photos or colguang visiting Dr Sun’s mother in his
ored prints.
place. The film’s strongest emotional
Composers Chan Kwong-Wing and
pull comes from Li’s dilemma of
Peter Kam use contemporary melodies
patronizing the cause yet fearing his
which stand out from the period setting
son’s involvement. The most touching
and sound as bombastic as “Mission
dramatic development is Chongguang’s
Impossible,” but they do give the action
growing respect for Li as the latter’s
scenes extra bite. ∂
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“The High Life”

“Prince of Tears”

‘PrinceofTears’
BOTTOM LINE: Lush and overly romantic tale

set against a grim time in Taiwan’s history.
By Ray Bennett

‘The High Life’
By Elizabeth Kerr

A

t first glance, Zhao Dayong’s “The
High Life” looks to be yet another
portrait of modern Chinese
malaise, set in a sprawling concrete
jungle like Beijing whose residents are
simultaneously afraid of the successat-all-costs future and rushing headlong to embrace it. Though it may not
be saying anything new (you’d think
that when there are more than a billion
people in the proverbial naked city
narrative diversity wouldn’t be an
issue), Zhao’s assured vision carries
the film past its bumps — another
young girl made into a prostitute by
her boyfriend — to a relatively satisfying conclusion.
“The High Life” may just find
enough currency to gain traction at
overseas festivals and in urban markets
where Jia Zhangke has been successful, but it runs the risk of fighting with
too many other films almost exactly
like it (often by Jia Zhangke) to come

‘She,a Chinese’
BOTTOM LINE: Intriguing tale of a young
Chinese woman making her way to the U.K.
falls a bit flat.

By Ray Bennett

Chinese filmmaker Xiaolu Guo’s
“She, a Chinese” is an absorbing character study of a young woman from rural
China who makes her way to the big city
and then to England in a journey intended to mirror that of her homeland in the
modern world. The film won the Golden
Leopard at the Locarno International
Film Festival.
3Los Angeles 323.525.2000
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from China in the past few years. The
market could be getting close to saturated.
In Guangzhou, petty con artist Jian
Ming scams naïve country folk like
Xiao Ya out of their cash and keeps a
record of them on his bedroom wall.
His girlfriend Fang’s relative wealth
comes from being a kept woman, but
she’s had just about enough of her elderly patron. Jian Ming seems to be
coasting along with few moral qualms
until he befriends Xiao Ya and realizes
that she brightens up his dull life.
Nonetheless he sets her up to be
assaulted by local gangster Hui, which
finally compels him into an emotional
reaction.
Director Zhao isn’t new to the subject matter. His documentary films
(“Street Life,” “My Father’s House”)
have also explored China’s urban displaced and marginalized, and for the
first time he branches out to feature
length narrative. Zhao has a firm handle on the material and never lets it get

Beijing actress Huang Lu is persuasive as Mi Lie, an adolescent whose
innocence is robbed before she even sets
out from her small village but whose
dogged optimism helps her survive
despite running into a string of men who
offer only disappointment.
Slow in spots and lacking a fully
thought-through thesis, the film maintains interest because of the actress’
enigmatic but engaging skills.
Mi Lei is a typical teenager who has
never traveled more than five miles from
her home until an assault by a local thug
prompts her to leave for the big city,
where she gets a job helping out at a
brothel. There, she meets a hoodlum
named Spikey (Wei Yibo), who takes her
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away from him, though the closing
sequences where various prisoners
read poetry by prison guard Dian Qiu
(a character we meet when Jian Ming
goes inside after a pyramid scheme
bust) is a jarring and slightly pretentious shift from the demure drama that
came before. But the never-ending
quest for fun and profit and the slow
erosion of humanity as a result of that
is what’s on Zhao’s mind and though
he recycles some elements that have
become tropes in Chinese cinema
“The High Life”’s economical images
and clear concept of storytelling
engage where many of its ilk fail to.
BOTTOM LINE

A too familiar story but a well told one
about miserable lives in urbanizing
China
SECTION: Hong Kong International Film Festival
Filmart/Asian Digital Competition
SALES: L’est Films Group PRODUCTION
COMPANY: Lantern Films China HK
CAST: Qiu Hong, Shen Shaoqiu, Liu Yanfei, Su
Qingyi. DIRECTOR: Zhao Dayong.
SCREENWRITER: Zhao Dayong. PRODUCER:
Zhang Xianmin, David Bandurski.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Xue Gang.
PRODUCTION DESIGNER: Wang Jian.
No rating, 96 minutes

in and is kind to her until he comes home
one night with a knife in his back.
On a whim, Mi Lei hooks up with a
guided tour to the U.K., where she jumps
ship and gets a job at a massage parlor
where she meets an aging widower
(Geoffrey Hutchings) who marries her.
But soon she meets Rachid (Chris
Ryman), who runs a local Indian cafe,
and moves in with him.
The woman’s experiences hold attention, though it stretches credibility that
she could have married without a birth
certificate or other papers, and the fact
that Rachid is an Indian Muslim is left
largely unexplored. What the film really
has to say about China’s fate in the modern world is not entirely clear. ∂
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Very pretty people seen against
beautiful landscapes provide most of
the enjoyment in Chinese director
Yonfan’s glossy melodrama set in Taiwan in the 1950s when the hunt for
communists on the island led to the
period known as the white terror.
More a tale of personal betrayal than
a depiction of a nation going through
turmoil, the film might travel reasonably well in Asia but success elsewhere
will have to rely on audiences’ appetite
for its romantic flourishes and fairytale wrapping.
Joseph Chang and Zhu Xuan play a
flawless couple named Sun-Han and
Ping with two gorgeous infant daughters. Sun-Han is a pilot, so the girls
attend a school for children of pilots.
Ping is a perfectly appointed and doting wife and mother noted for her
dumplings.
The girls’ favorite reading is a fantasy picture book titled “The Prince of
Tears” with a great hero, and they view
the world through romantic eyes,
especially their kindly teacher who one
day disappears having been accused,
sentenced and executed on grounds of
treason.
Meanwhile, a friend of their father, a
scarred and damaged veteran whom
they call Uncle Ding (Fan Chih-wei), is
a regular in their household and it
doesn’t seem to bother anyone that he
works for the right-wing government’s
security bureau.
Also in the picture is the glamorous
Madame Liu (Terry Kwan), who once
knew the couple but is now married to
the powerful General Liu (Kenneth
Tsang).
The relationships between all the
adults become strained when it appears
that Ping has a history not only with
Ding but also with Madame Liu. There
is also a secret involving the parentage
of one of the daughters. When SunHan and Ping are also arrested on
grounds of treason, the internecine
affairs become somewhat heated.
It’s good that Yonfan is able to tell a
story that has such an ugly period in
Taiwan’s history as its background, but
the real horror of the time is not fully
explored and the film keeps its focus
on the very handsome players. ∂
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“Bright Star”

‘Bright Star’
BOTTOM LINE: Not for the popcorn set, a
gorgeous film about romantic love and fine
poetry.
By Ray Bennett

A treat for romantics and those who
take their poetry seriously, New
Zealand director Jane Campion’s gorgeously filmed “Bright Star” may not
be a joy forever but it will do until the

next joy comes along.
With much grace and at considerable leisure, 1993 Palme d’Or winner
Campion (”The Piano”) tells the story
of the brief love affair between the
gifted but early dead poet John Keats
and Fanny Brawne. Ben Whishaw plays
Keats with impeccable tragedy and
Abbie Cornish portrays winningly the
beautiful seamstress Fanny, whose

passion is constrained only by the rigorous mores of the times.
Cynics need not apply and it’s
doubtful that “Bright Star” will be the
shining light at many suburban cineplexes, but festivals will eat it up, art
house audiences will swoon and it will
have a lucrative life on DVD and Bluray, not to mention the BBC and PBS.
The England depicted in the film is
the one people are thinking of when
they say they wish they were born during the time of the romantic poets.
Only one scene in the picture shows
the ugly underbelly of poverty in 1880s
London, and for the rest it’s all picturesque houses and gorgeous gardens in
Hampstead Village.
There, Fanny lives with her widowed
mother, Mrs. Brawne (Kerry Fox), and her
well-behaved younger siblings Samuel
(Thomas Brodie Sangster) and Margaret,
known as Toots, (Edie Martin).
Their place in society takes them to
social events and balls where Fanny’s
dance-card is always filled, although
the glamorous Keats prefers not to
dance. She has made a name, and
money, for herself as a skilled maker of
fashionable garments, although the
best friend of the coveted Keats, a
burly writer named Brown (Paul
Schneider), dismisses her as “the very
well-stitched Miss Brawne.”
Fastidious and proud, Fanny feuds
with Brown, who is over-protective of
his genius friend, but she sends Toots

‘Brotherhood’

‘Bluebeard’

BOTTOM LINE: Gay neo-Nazis in love are con-

BOTTOM LINE: Stylized, pure cinematic
retelling of this ancient tale of misogyny will
enchant some and bore others.

vincing and engaging.
By Deborah Young

Danish director Nicolo Donato
makes a memorable feature film debut
with “Brotherhood,” a film whose solid
acting and sensitive direction keep it
from being filed away as a gay neoNazi romance, in which events unfold
exactly as one would expect. The film
won best film kudos at the Rome Film
Festival and has all the force of a high
concept executed with conviction. The
appeal of this love story between violently racist skinheads goes beyond gay
audiences and should attract a a
younger demographic, making it a very
plausible choice for arthouse pick-ups.
Lars (Thure Lindhardt) is a smart,
sensitive young army sergeant who has
been passed over for promotion
because he made drunken passes at
some of his men. Caught between a
castrating mother and non-assertive
father, he finds company in a group of
fist-happy skinheads, even if he's not
on their ideological wavelength. The
group leader (Nicholas Bro) singles
Lars out as a straight talker with a talent for inventing propaganda slogans.
He introduces him to their uber-fuhrer
Ebbe (Claus Flygare), whose Hitler
rants are as chilling as the gang's gayand Muslim-bashing.Strangely, for the
gang, Lars resists being put on the fast
Los Angeles 323.525.2000
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track for “full group membership.” As
his attraction to the tough little Jimmy
(David Dencik) develops, it becomes
obvious why. In the film's opening
scene, the gang (including Jimmy) lures
a young man into a fake rendezvous and
brutally beats him up, establishing an
atmosphere of great danger and violence for anyone foolhardy enough to
challenge the standard values.
The surprising thing is that Jimmy
responds to Lar's attentions, and the
careful, delicate way the love story is
laid out shows great tact on the part of
director Donato. Under his macho bluster, Jimmy has a loving concern for his
messed-up junkie of a younger brother,
Patrick (Morten Holst), protecting him
in his most vulnerable moments. Dencik's complex portrayal of Jimmy prepares the terrain for his falling in love
with an obscure object of desire, Lars.
The potentially explosive chemistry
between the two men is ignited when
they are assigned to fix up Ebbe's remote
beach house. Alone, together. A nocturnal swim leads to the first bedroom
scene, tastefully shot but protracted
enough to be sensually disturbing.
As their sexual relationship turns into a
love story,a lot of re-thinking goes on,
but despite Lars' urging,Jimmy postpones leaving the gang.When the
strung-out Patrick discovers them
together,the die is cast for a brutal ending, but co-scripters Donato and Rasmus
Birch decide to have it both ways. ∂
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By Peter Brunette

Catherine Breillat’s new film isn’t
for everyone. With its severe, stylized
compositions and purposeful lack of
realistic action, it might even be
unbearable for some. In this retelling
of the tale of the wife-killing Bluebeard, drawn from Perrault’s classic
three-page story, there’s hardly an
inch of bare skin visible, let alone the
erect penises of Italian porn stars that
graced some of Madame Breillat’s earlier films.
Commercial prospects are therefore
predictably slim, but festival programmers looking for an exercise in cinematic rigor, or university professors in
search of a new feminist slant on an
old tale — that is, Camille Paglia’s
brand of feminism which touts female
sexual power — should definitely give
it a look.
Breillat’s retelling comes in two layers. The first is set in the 1950s and features two delightfully charming little
girls, the younger of whom (according
to an autobiographical statement in the
press materials, she represents Breillat)
loves torturing her slightly older sister
with dramatic readings of the story of
Bluebeard, the ogre who loves to murder women and eat little children.
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to buy a copy of the poet’s latest collection, as the child says, “to see if he’s
an idiot or not.”
Persuaded that Keats is far from an
idiot, she commences a romance that
takes place within all the formal manners of the day, so that intimacy relies
on kissed love letters and briefly
touched hands. When Keats’ brother
Tom dies of consumption, things do not
auger well, and while the love affair
between the poet and the seamstress
grows, his fate already has been written.
The English Whishaw, who was a
sensation as Hamlet in Trevor Nunn’s
Old Vic stage production in 2004,
played the similarly doomed Sebastian
Flyte in “Brideshead Revisited” last
year but makes his Keats singularly
memorable. Cornish has the acting
skill to match her striking beauty and
she makes the small loving gestures
that the British might call soppy both
real and touching. Among the pleasures of the film is listening to them
both declaim Keats’ poetry.
The entire cast is good, with
Schneider, who was among the exceptional ensemble in “The Assassination
of Jesse James by the Coward Robert
Ford,” and Fox especially strong. Cinematographer Greig Fraser beautifully
captures Janet Patterson’s sumptuous
production and costume designs, as
well as the lovely gardens and countryside. Mark Bradshaw’s elegant score
is pleasingly delicate. ∂

The second layer is set in what
vaguely looks like the Renaissance,
though sometimes it unfortunately
resembles those commercial Renaissance fairs in which people in costume
walk about eating big turkey legs. (One
other little problem that should be
mentioned for the benefit of the
scrupulous is that Bluebeard is occasionally shown wearing what is clearly
a Catholic priest’s chasuble.)
In any case, this setting represents
the younger girl’s, that is, Breillat’s,
imaginative projection of herself into
the tale. In this version, MarieCatherine (played by gorgeous teenage
newcomer Lola Creton), Bluebeard’s
last wife, gets the better of the ogre
because she is the virgin princess he
cannot make up his mind to kill.
Like the famous biblical subject of
Judith and Holoferenes embraced by
many female painters throughout the
centuries, Marie-Catherine closes the
film lording it over Bluebeard’s severed
head lying on a plate.
The furthest thing imaginable from
a slice-of-life open-form film, Breillat’s "Bluebeard" is stripped to the
barest, most classical and most literary
form. There’s little fresh air here, but
there’s not meant to be. Rather, it’s the
establishment through reversal of an
imaginative paradigm in which little
girls, and, by implication, big girls in
their turn, conquer their fears by confronting them head on. ∂
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Women directors

| news

“Ex”

continued from page 1
female director, and in Hong Kong, the
number of women who have directing
credits under their belt could be
counted with two hands.
Therefore, the question might as
well be, why not the focus on female?
It is understandable that there was a
discernible sense of exasperation in
the voice of director Clara Law, a filmmaking veteran of a quarter of a century, on the attention placed on her gender. Already an accomplished director
in Hong Kong before her immigration
to Australia in 1995 with her screenwriting partner and husband Eddie
Fong to be with her parents, Law’s 14
directing features to date have won her
a Golden Leopard in Locarno for
“Autumn Moon” (1992), garnered 25
Hong Kong Film Awards nominations
and 37 Taiwan Golden Horse nominations, including nine nods at last year’s
edition of the Golden Horse for her
HKIFF opening film, “Like a Dream,”
with Daniel Wu and Yuan Quan in the
leads. One can only imagine the number of times Law had heard the question about her being a female director.
“I’ve never consciously thought of
myself in terms of being a ‘female
director,’ said Law. “I don’t like to take
that view, which, to me, is restrictive.

nominated twice for the Hong Kong
Film Awards best director award for
“Temptation of a Monk” (1993), starring Joan Chen, and “Farewell China”
(1990), starring Maggie Cheung and

echoed by fellow directors Ivy Ho and
newcomer Heiward Mak, but all were
more willing to help ponder why there
just aren’t more women directors.
Theirs is a physically challenging pro-

“What has been very encouraging was that lately I have seen female grips on
crews,which was never seen before.I am fervently hoping to see a female
cinematographer in Hong Kong.”
– “Crossing Hennessy” director Ivy Ho

Yet, what I am as a woman will always
a part of my consciousness, as much as
how I feel as a human is a part of my
being. A person’s sensitivity comprises
both female and male.” Law has been

Tony Leung Ka-Fai, and nominated
four times for best director at Taiwan’s
Golden Horse Awards.
Law’s reluctance in receiving the
attention drawn to her gender was

fession, the directors pointed out
unanimously; moreover, “a woman
might feel the need to give birth and
bring up their children, which might
be at one of the most crucial time in

“Crossing Hennessy”
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her career; whereas a man might not
feel the urge or see that as a burden,”
opined Law, who said she made a
choice not to have children.
Motherhood also factored into Ivy
Ho’s reason for taking up directing (her
own scripts) after earning the title of
“queen of screenwriting” for her writing career that began in the 1970s in
television and 1980s in film. Ho has
earned two best screenplay awards at
the Hong Kong Film Awards for
“Comrades: Almost a Love Story”
(1996) and “July Rhapsody” (2002).
“Rhapsody,” helmed by the forefront
Hong Kong woman director Ann Hui,
also bagged a best screenplay Golden
Horse statue for Ho. When asked why
she made the decision to take up
directing for the first time for the 2008
festival favorite “Claustrophobia,”
starring Karena Lam and Ekin Cheng,
her initial response was, “that’s
because my daughters were all grown
up,” before adding that she felt she was
the only person who could have
brought her screenplay of “Claustrophobia” on to the screen.
The issue of the biological clock is
one that female studies discussions
could not escape; the same is true for
all professions. But to look beyond the
issue of the body, the relative scarcity
of Hong Kong directors who happens
to be women could also be attributed
to genre. For decades, action reigned at
the Hong Kong boxoffice; it was the
genre that first crossed borders in the
1970s and put Hong Kong cinema on
the map.
It is seen as a masculine genre, and
more tellingly, in the perspective of a
writer, successful action films are considered to require less of what women
are generally perceived to be good at,
such as dramas or portrayals of relationships and emotions. “Many directors feel that action films only need
scripts with a beginning and an end;
there’s less need for in-depth character studies and emotional depictions,”
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Ho said. “They can work out the action
sequences with action choreographers
with just the basic skeleton of a script.”
Ho tried her hand in the genre with the
screenplays of the Jackie Chan starrer
“The Accidental Spy” (2001) and the
Benny Chan-directed “Divergence”
(2005), but called the experiences
unsatisfactory.
Yet, sometimes for not-purelyaction films, even outside of the
romance genre, women writers were
preferred. Ho asked, “Why are there
more female screenwriters than directors? It’s because male directors like to
work with women writers for their
female perspective. The result is a
more well-rounded and realistic portrayal of relationships, be they romantic or familial.” Ho gains this insight
from working with directors Peter
Chan, Yee Chung-man, Vincent Kok
and more. But female directors including Ho, Law, Heiward Mak and Mak
Yan-yan, who is directing drama
“Merry-go-round” for charitable

| news

“Like a Dream”

producers and directors are becoming
increasingly broadminded and less
likely to resort to gender stereotypes
when they choose screenwriters,” To
said. “Women writers are no longer

er, “Love in a Puff” with the film’s
director Pang Ho-cheung. “It only
depends whether one has the determination and diligence to seize it.”
It would also help if more women

Hong Kong
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Hall 1, Hong Kong
Convention and Exhibition
Centre, 1 Expo Drive, Wanchai, Hong
Kong, China
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organization Tung Wah Group of Hospitals, all stated that their interests lie
in drama, Ho was even once rebuffed
for her action attempt and told to “go
back to romantic drama, where she
belongs.”
Nevertheless, rising writer Christine
To Chi-long, who was responsible for
the scripts of martial arts fantasy
“True Legend,” crime mystery “Murderer,” Jet Li period actioner “Fearless”
and gangster thriller “Triad Underworld”, took a different view. “More

limited to only writing romance.”
Equal opportunity is now given to
the new generation of directors, as
Heiward Mak attested. Mak shot her
first feature film, “High Noon,” at 23,
almost right after her graduation from
university, where an internship program in the film industry was set up
for film students. “It was an opportunity given to all of us, regardless of our
gender,” said Mak, who directed one of
the closing HKIFF films “Ex”, and cowrote the screenplay of the other clos-

ventured out of the traditional domain
of producers and writers on the filmmaking team, as it would create a bigger presence and voice for women, Ho
said. “What has been very encouraging
was that lately I have seen female grips
on crews, which was never seen before,
she said. “I am fervently hoping to see
a female cinematographer in Hong
Kong. Women are by nature attentive,
sensitive, and communicative, all
valuable assets for a good director. We
need a bigger voice.” ∂
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Nevertheless, Taiwan sales agent
Good Films Workshop has sold all rights
of upcoming thriller “Zoom Hunting,”
starring Janine Chang (“Murderer”), to
Hong Kong’s Lighten Distribution,
while the TV rights of “The Road Less
Traveled,” the directorial debut of
Jimmy Hung (son of Sammo) which
starred Taiwan pop idol Vaness Wu, has
been sold to Star TV for Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Singapore and the Philippines.
Star TV has also picked up the panAsia pay TV rights for Steve Austin
starrer “Damage” and “Hanna’s Gold”
from U.S. sales rep Joker Films, which
also sold all rights for boxing pic
“Unrivaled” and vampire flick “Suck”
to Thailand’s M Pictures.
TV and video rights for 12 films from

U.S. sales agent Shoreline were been
sold to various Indonesian distributors, including Global TV, Rapi Films,
Millenium Visitama and Dorama.
Deals are closing around the market,
except in the animation sector, where
many complained that the overlap
between Filmart and the Tokyo International Anime Fair, which opens
today, is depriving them of buyers.
“This is a bad year for us,” said Taiwan’s Momokids Channel sales Ken
Choi. “We’ve made some sales last
year, but this year there aren’t even
meetings – most of the buyers went to
Tokyo instead. I won’t be coming back
for the last two days of the market, it’s
a waste of money and a waste of time,
let alone for next year.” ∂

Nat’l Geo

around the world said they owed the
58-year-old Zhang a great debt.
“He was a pioneering influence on all
of us, somebody who set milestones in
filmmaking at every step of his career,”
said Hong Kong director Peter Chan
(”Bodyguards and Assassins”). “Zhang
was always ahead of the curve — from
revealing a China nobody knew back in
the ‘80s to finding a way to get around
tough state censorship and the commercial restrictions of the government.”
As a young man from Xian in central
China, the son of a Nationalist Army
major who fled to Taiwan after the
Communists rise to power in China in
1949, Zhang was forced to suspend his
studies at the outbreak of the Cultural
Revolution in 1966.
During the doldrums of the era, when
the revolution upturned hundreds of
millions of lives, Zhang worked in a tex-

tile mill and took up photography, a
pursuit that presaged his enrollment in
the Beijing Film Academy in 1978 at age
27. There, the students were shown
films by European, Japanese and American art directors far more than any of
their predecessors.
Zhang graduated from the cinematography department in 1982 at the
same time as classmates Chen Kaige
and Tian Zhuangzhuang received
degrees in film directing. They are
often referred to collectively as the
Fifth Generation.
“We’re all huge fans of Zhang
Yimou,” said Indian film producer
Aseem Chhabra (”Road, Movie”).
“From ‘Ju Dou’ and ‘Raise the Red
Lantern,’ his work shaped our sense of
the importance of Chinese cinema.”
The honor was presented to Zhang at
the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center by the members of the
Hong Kong International Film Festival
Society, an independent non-profit,
non-government organization. ∂

‘Love’

Golden Sun

continued from page 1

continued from page 1

co-produced by Ben Ji, president of
Beijing-based investor Angel’s Wings
Entertainment.
Starring Liu Ye (”Dark Matter”) as a
modern painter and Yao Chen as his
newcomer deputy fashion editor girlfriend, the film bears some resemblance to “Devil Wears Prada” for the
Chinese market, Ji said.
But Chang said the similarities stop
at the editor-in-chief character,
played by Joan Chen, who is due to
arrive on set in Beijing a few weeks.
“Her character is nice, not the
devil,” Chang said.
The film began shooting on March 8
and is set to wrap in late April toward a
planned autumn release, probably
with state-run Huaxia Film Distribution, Ji said.
The movie is being shot by Cao Yu,
who won the Best Cinematography
prize at the 4th Asian Film Awards in
Hong Kong on Monday night for his
work on director Lu Chuan’s Nangjing
massacre film “City of Life and Death.”
“Color me Love” also stars Monica
Mo (”Yi Ban Hai Shui”), as the painter’s
ex-wife. “She’s hot,” Chang said. ∂

listed on NASDAQ in 2004, and
announced a plan to repurchase up to
$300 million worth of its outstanding
American Depositary Shares representing the ordinary shares of the
company on Monday.
Golden Sun’s US$15 million
remake of “The Chinese Ghost
Story,” announced at last year’s Filmart, will commence filming in April
2010 for a late 2010 release. The film
is the second installment of the “new
oriental fantasy” trilogy after
“Painted Skin” and will be followed
by the US$15 million “The Lantern.”
The company is also targeting the
Chinese market with the US$5 million action comedy “The Swordsman
Dream” scheduled for July, and is
considering the stereoscopic 3D feasibility for upcoming action adventure “Hidden Strike,” now in development.
Golden Sun has recently established a long term partnership with
the state-own Beijing Forbidden City
Film Co. to form the distribution outfit Golden Sun Forbidden City Film
Distribution. ∂

continued from page 2
Celestial.
The market is generating mostly
positive reviews from sales and
buyers. “It’s busier than last year, the
buyers are back, in terms of overall
traffic, it’s about the same but there
are more people with intentions to
buy,” said Toho GM Takemasa
Arita. ”The attitude of the Asian buyer
is more aggressive.”
The general consensus is that the
number of buyers from Asia is on the
rise, but the fewer Japanese, American
and European buyers in town is hurting the deal-making.

Zhang
continued from page 2
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continued from page 2
expert filmmakers from National Geographic Channel and RTHK.
The winning entries will be broadcast in Hong Kong through RTHK and
across the world via National Geographic Channel’s network. An introductory workshop for local documentary filmmakers will be held on April
10, hosted by veteran National Geographic documentary filmmakers, to
prepare them for the submission. ∂

3D
continued from page 2
worked as a Visual Effects Supervisor
with Sony Pictures, and on Disney’s
“Nightmare Before Christmas 3D,”
explained how films could be converted
from 2D, showing how the various layers
were separated and then put back
together to give the 3D effect. He used
the example of “True Legend” – the
Hong Kong-China co-pro directed by
Yuen Woo Ping, dubbed the first 3D kung
fu film – that received mixed reactions to
its 3D version when it hit theaters.
“We can turn the classic Cantonese
films, such as Bruce Lee’s movies, into
3D, aimed at the home entertainment

Kids
continued from page 2
emphasizing the importance of their
own point of view.
“Some sponsors come on board
wanting to shape the films and their
message but we try to convince them
it’s about the kids’ voice,” said Rosati,
an NYU Film School graduate. “And I’m
pleased to say we’ve seen great success.”
The finished shorts from Focus on
Film’s Clean Air Network session have
been screening with subtitles twice an
hour, 24 hours a day for the last month
on the giant outdoor screen in Times
Square in Causeway Bay.
Last year, Rosati took kids’ documentaries, narratives and experimental films to the Shorts Corner at
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HAF
continued from page 2
veterans like Suzuki Seijun. When
we sit down to do the arithmetic,
there are going to be some tough
decisions to make.”
In a last-minute development,
Sanchez — whose project “Twins,”
about rural Filipina who refuses to
accept the disappearance of her
sister — was not able to attend the
event in Hong Kong for the first
time because his own sister was in
critical condition in the hospital.
Producer Ronald Argulles was taking meetings at HAF.
The five awards, given in cash
and value in-kind, are sponsored by
HAF, the Wouter Barendrecht Film
Foundation, the Hong Kong Film
Development Fund, Technicolor
Asia, Bangkok, and the Paris Cinéma International Film Festival.
Participating financiers include
Fox Int’l Production, NHK, Huayi
Bros. Pictures, ARP, Wild Bunch,
West End Films, CJ Entertainment,
CMC Entertainment, Avex Asia Ltd,
Emperor Motion Pictures, Fortissimo Films and Media Asia Group.
HAF 2009 saw 468 private meetings arranged during the three-day
forum attended by 917 individuals,
up 17% from 2008. ∂

market,” Wong said.
He went on to explain that he
believed 3D should not be used as,
“just effects for effects sake, but used
to tell a story.”
Next up Leo Lo, CEO of Asia Legend,
told the story of how his company
came to do the postproduction 3D work
– done in Hong Kong and China - on
last year’s Iranian film “Kingdom of
Solomon,” which was shot in Tehran.
Lo said the Iranian producers had
searched worldwide for a partner, and
found that despite the language difficulties, there was a lot of common ground
between the Persian and Chinese cultures. He said he expected a lot more
postproduction 3D work from filmmakers around the world to be making its way
to Hong Kong and China. ∂

Cannes Film Festival.
“We’d love to take the kids to
Cannes or FILMART to show them
what happens to a film after it gets
shot,” Rosati said, lamenting a current
lack of resources.
Focus on Film’s founding trustee is
the Hong Kong benefactress Elaine
Forsgate Marden and the group is
advised by Hong Kong film and media
industry veterans Darren Shaw, the
nephew of Hong Kong moviemaking
legend Run Run Shaw, and Fred Wang
of Salon Films.
When not teaching kids to set up a
tracking shot or edit, Rosati, a single
mother of three children of her own, is
working on her “micro-budget musical,”
which she describes as Larry Clark’s
“Kids” meets “West Side Story.” ∂
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Special Report APRIL 15
Locations

EXPO
Locations, locations, locations.
On the eve of this year’s AFCI Locations Expo, questions arise over the future
of location ﬁlming. The incentive-laden war to lure production to destinations around the
country may be coming to an end. Cutbacks, scandals and complaints have plagued many
states – and could once again trigger runaway production. Who will win and who will lose?
The Hollywood Reporter’s special report will look at the location landscape and examine
what the future holds. Don’t miss this opportunity to promote your service, production or
location in an issue that reaches all the key decision makers.
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